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Trustees pass minimal
budgets through 1985

By JEFFREY L. WEHMER

for major remodeling of Hertz
Music Hall and Nicholson
Pavilion.
Central' s Board of Trustees met
Despite the budget increases, ,
for the first time during the President Garrity seemed op1982-83 academic year and, along timistic about the coming year.
with their newest member,
"I'd like to think that we've
unanimously passed both the
weathered the worst of the
operating and 'capital budgets for
storm," said Garrity. "We still
the next two years.
have the food tax initiative to
The "newest member" was a
worry about, but I'm maintaining
life-sized metal sculptured ·
a positive outlook."
skeleton donated by alwnnus John
Garrity was also pleased with
Peterson and presented to the
the
number of fa~ulty positions
board by Emeritus Professor Bill
Bakke. Also donated was ' a the university was able to mainsculptured candelabra. Both tain.
Due to a number of retirements
works of art will be displayed on
and leaves of absences, only one
campus at at a later date.
The budgets through 1985 in- faculty member was layed off.
clude an $8 million increase in Students did lose more than 200
classes which will not be offered
operating costs in order to 'mainthis academic year.
tain our present academic level'
explained university President
Despite Garrity's optimism,
Donald Garrity.
Board Chairman Sterling Munro
The capital budget also called was not nearly as enthusiastic
Of the Campus Crier

about the nwnber of experienced
faculty departures.
"We're kidding ourselves if we
look at this 1turnover as a long
term solution," warned Munro.
"Granted, it does cut costs, but
the long term impact would
definitely weaken our academic
program."
In addition to last year's faculty
departures, four staff members
were granted emeritus professor
status upon their retirement'. ·prof e sso rs Walter Berg, Louis
Kolhneyer and supervisor Donald
Brown will retire effective this
month, while Associate Professor
Everett Irish will retire at the end
of fall quarter.
The board also presented a
posthumous Distinguished Civil
Service award to Clifford Bartley,
who served 19 years in the instructional media equipment office.
Bartley passed away in August of
this year.
·

Irish protests emeritus professor status
By JEFFREY L. WEHMER
Of the Campus Crier

Stoff photo by Michael Metzler

New member? .
The 1982-83 skeleton budget (a barebones request) rests in the hands
of a sculpture donated by John Peterson.

When one thinks about the days
before retirement, the impression
of a slow , easing out process, a
gold watch and a pat on the back
from peers comes to mind. Such
has not been the case for
Associate Professor Everett Irish.
Last week at the board of
trustees meeting, Irish was
granted Emeritus Profesor status
upon his retirement at the end of
fall quarter. This ruling by the
board went against Irish's that he
keep his current title of associate
professor.
"I'm not trying to make any
waves," insists Irish. "But I do
feel the board's deCision is tantamount to an insult."
Irish feels his current title
should remain as it is stated in the
academic code. However, at the
board meeting, University Presi-

dent Donald Garrity encouraged
the board to grant Irish f ul
emeritus status. Only board
member James Hogan abstained
as the' other members ruled in
favor of the promotion.
Irish has served on the faculty
at Central for the past 26 years
and is chairman of the physical
education department. Yet he has
never receiyed a promotion to full
professor.
"If I've been eligible all this
time for promotion, but have been
refused, it makes the emeritus title meaningless,'' reflects Irish.
"By handing out fictitous titles
the true emeritus professorslose a
great deal of esteem. If they don 1t
deserve the title while they are active, why should they when they
retire?"
Despite his actions, Irish will be
made an emeritus professor upon
retirement. But he still remains
adament about his beliefs.

"I think the board and the president are intelligent people and
hopefully they will see the wisdom
behind this," said Irish. "It certainly isn't fair to the professors
and·associate professors that are
still active."

Traffic, housing-changes
to be aired at Oct. 5 hearing
By MARCI FLOYD
Of the Campus Crier

Stoff photo by Michael Metzler

Trustees James Hogan and Sterling Munro examine the candelabra to be placed in the Central library. It ·
2 7 3 1 :;
was given to t~e university by Emeritus Professor Bill Bakke.
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A public hearing has been
scheduled for Tuesday Oct. 5 dealing with proposed changes to Central' s traffic and housing policies.
Instead of being paid to Kittitas
County a proposed revision ·would
allow the money collected from
campus traffic tickets to go to the
university.
A proposed change in the cam, pus housing policy would ban all
firearms, incendiary devices and
. explosives in university-owned
1 housing.
1
Since 1971 the Lower Kittitas
County District Court has received the revenues from campus
traffic fines. Under the new proposal fines for traffic offenses
would be increased and .the money
would go into a fund for

maintenance and improvement of
campus parking areas.
Payment of these fines would be
made to the cashiers in Mitchell .
Hall. A committee of Central
students, faculty and ad- 1
ministrators would consider all I
appeals.
Central's current housing policy
allows students to store weapons
with dormitory or apartment head
residents and check them out for
use off campus.
Violation of the proposed
firearm ban would result in confiscation and the possibility of I
housing lease termination along
with other disiplinary action.
' All interested persons are urged I
to attend the Oct. 5 hearing in the
Kachess Room of the SUB at 1: 30.
Copies of the proposed changes
are available in the University
Relations Office (Bouillon 214).
1

2-
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AFROTC enlarges cadet ranks
By CAROLYN MALONE
News Editor

The Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corp Detachment 895
begins its 31st year of operation
with the enlistment of 13 new
AFROTC cadets at Central this
fall.
The new cadets join an existing
corp of 22, including three, twoyear scholarship winners. The
enlistments mark the end of a process which began for many during
fall quarter of last year and included attendance at a Field
Training Camp this summer.
Two years of academic activities are necessary for officer
leadership and training, and to

complete degree requirements,
according to Capt. M.E. Callender
Jr., a member of the CWU
AFROTC staff.
The cadets' ultimate goal is to
be commissioned as second
lieutenants in the U.S. Air Force.
Upon completion of the training,
employment opportunities will
range form administrative duties
to piloting high performance aircraft such as F-15 Eagles and F-16
Fighting Falcons, Callender said.
During its first few years at
Central, the AFROTC maintained
a Professional Officers Corp with
25 or fewer trainees. Then in 1979
when Lt. Col. David Hubbard took
over as commander of Central's
detachment and chairman of

aerospace studies, the recruiting
trend was reversed.
Today there are 35 cadets
enrolled in the professional officer
course.
The staff, in addition to Col.
Hubbard, are Capt. Earnie
Callender, Master Sgt. Bob King
and Technical Sgt. Sam Garrett.
The newest class of AFROTC
cadets are Mike Adams of · Vancouver, Dennis Alickson of
Ellensburg, Gary Clark of Wenatchee, Ken Dunham of Stevenson,
Mark Hyde of Deer Park, Krista
Kortum of Vantage, Don Marshall
of Yakima, Jim Miller of
Klickitat, Dave Paige of Bellevue,
Greg Romain of Veradale, Kim
and Scott Smith of Ellensburg and

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.
River rafting. Rappelling. Orientee~
ing. Back packi~g. Cross cou.ntry ~k1ing. Water survival. Mountameermg.
First aid.

Tyler Scott of Chehalis.
Central's new cadets were
enlisted into the AFROTC on Sept.
23 in Peterson Hall.
Capt. Ken Dryden arrived in
Ellensburg earlier this month to
assume duties as second-incommand of CWU's Army
Reserve Officer Training Corps
detachment for the next three
years.
The assistant professor of
military science will report to
Maj. James Caesar, commander
of Central's detachment, which
was established on campus 18
months ago.
Dryden is a five-year veteran
who recently graduated from the
Army's armor officer advanced
course at Fort Knox, Ky. He also
has a bachelor's degree in
mathematics which he earned in
1977 from the University of Wyoming, where he participated in Ar-

my ROTC.
He has spent the past four years
with the Second Armored Cavalry
ReJ?iment in Amberg, West Germany, serving as troop commander.
The regiment's duties include
patrolling 170 kilometers of the
Germany-Czechoslovakia border,
he said.
The captain completed the the
Army's armor basic and motor officer courses at Fort Knox and
airborne school at Fort Benning,
Ga.
Dryden said he is delighted that
the Kittitas Valley is so similar to
Wyoming.
His
previous
Washington (state) experience
was limited to a family trip to fish
for salmon in Westport, cherry
picking in the Yakima Valley, and
posing for a snapshot in front of a
sign at the entrance to Dryden,
Wash.

Cadets earn tuition money
Tacoma sophomore Michael
Hamm, Tacoma junior Kenneth
Sweet, and Everett junior William
Swope were awarded two-year Army scholarships based on their
performance at basic ROTC camp
in Ft. Knox, Ky. this sununer.
Seventeen CWU students com-

pleted basic camp and 12 participated in advance camp.
Cadets Edward Lariviere,
Ellensburg junior, and Margaret
Sorenson, Tacoma senior, were
chosen to enter Cadet Troop
Leadership Training after their
performances at advanced camp.

Army ROTC is an excellent cou~~e
in leadership development. But, its
also adventure training, where you
learn to lead in an environment that
challenges both your physical and
mental skills.
Unlike strictly academic subjects,
Army ROTC will teach you to think
on your feet. To mak~ important
decisions quickly. And it will help
you develop your confidence and stam,ina in the classroom or out.
Add Army ROTC to your program,
and you automatically add a new
dimension of excitement to your
campus life.
· For full details call:
(509) 963-3518

CPT Ken H. Dryden

Rm. 101 Peterson Hall
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IMPROVE YOUR GRADES
Research catalog
306 pages - 10,278 topics
Rush $1. Box 25097C
s Angeles, 90025 (213)477-8226

5th and Pine

Starts TOMORROW!

Seattle Times

A STEVEN SPIELBERG FILM

Student Rate

$10 for fall quarter
Anywhere in Campus vicinity

Call 925-5200

THE LIBERTY THEATRE

925-9511

7:00
Invasion Of The
Body Snatchers"
9:05

EI

THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
6:45, 9: fo
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Beating budget
cut blues

Health Fair
-go for the health of it

By MARY AMESBURY

Central Washington University

Of the Campus Crier

A Health Fair consisting of 40
information booths housed by
agencies and organizations of the
Ellensburg community and CWU
campus will be at the downtown
Rotary Pavilion Oct. 9 from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Gymnasts, paramedics and
other groups will give free
demonstrations at the upcoming
fair. The Ellensburg City Pool
will also have swimming activities throughout the day.
Another event is a drawing that
will take place Oct. 7. and 9. An
automatic entry will be made with
the purchase of a $1 Health Fair
button. Prizes will be provided by
local businesses~

Dr. Sharon Schwindt of the
publicity conunittee said~ "There
will be computerized dietary
analysis, free screenings for blood
pressure and hearing tests and
free balloons for children."
Health Fair is sponsored by the
CWU Health Education Programs, the Kittitas Valley Community Hospital and the
Ellensburg Kiwanis Club.
Central groups with groups at
the fair are Marijuana Abuse Program (contact Ken Briggs for information), Central Safety Center
(Dr. Ron Hale), Alcohol
Awareness 1eacon Myer), CWU
Nutrition Dr. Gee), Health
Education Programs (Dr. Rob
Lapen), Student Health Center
(Sally Thelen) and a mushroom
exhibit (Dr. David Hosford).

Welcome hack

CWU students!

Budget cuts have been the
villains in the reduction of many
of many programs in the last few
years, but Dr. Don Guy, dean of
students, has halted the erosion of
the health services program.
Over the sununer, budget cuts
threatened to eliminate some
university health services staff
positions. That would have meant
less efficiency in handling
students' problems and possible
reductions in the services to
students.
· Dr. Guy proposed a $3 health fee
to be incorporated into tuition and
fees. The board of trustees passed
the measure for one year.
Students will pay $3 per quarter
this year only. According to Sally
Thelen, director of health services, the estimated $45,000 that
will accrue from this charge
should replace the money lost to
budget cuts. She added the fee
should not last more than through
this school year unless more cuts
endanger the health services program.
Thelen added general nursing
and physician visits to the health
center will remain free to
students. As in previous years,
however, fees will be charged for
laboratory .work and additional
services.

By PAUL HENRY
Of the Campus Crier

Central's Health and Counseling
Center provides vital services for
the student with little or no
charge. The Student Health Center
provides the student with health
care and counseling.Services offered include treatment of trauma
and acute illness, allergy shots,
pregnancy testing, and laboratory
and .x-ray facilities and complete
non-emergency care.
The Student Health Center also
has an Illness Prevention Clinic
which offers complete physicals,
contraceptive supplies and a
women's clinic for pelvic and
breast examinations.
In addition, the Health Center
offers many self-care modules
and workshops designed to increase student awareness of proper health care and illness
prevention techniques.
Information about other health
clinics within Kittitas County may
also be obtained at t!ie center.
One upcoming workshop for
CWl! .students deals with proper
nutrition and is designed to help
the student avoid gaining extra
pounds while at college. The
workshop begins Wednesday,October 6, with sessions Wednesday
and Thursday from 4 to 5 p.m.
More information may be obtained from the Student Health Center
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Invites you to the

FESTIV·A L OF
THE ARTS
October 2nd & 3rd
Rotary Pavilion
Downtown Ellensburg

420 N. Pine
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CWU Health Services
give more for the money

Asst. News Editor

By BRENDA COTY

Thursday, Sept. 30, 1~82 -
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at 963-1181.
All initial consultations and
diagnostic services at the Health
Center are free of charge to Central students. Fees for other services are charged. A complete
physical examination will cost
students $10. There is also a
charge for x-rays and laboratory
work.
·
A valid A.S.C. card or validated
registration form must be shown
at the front desk before students
will be accepted as patients.
The Counseling Center, located
in the Health Center, offers
students confidential counseling
for anything from choosing a
career and lifestyles to drug
abuse and mental depression.
The center is staffed by four
professional psychologists working full time with Central
students. According to Dr.Robert
Miller a counselor at the center
the average student will attend
three interviews with one of the
staff doctors. Any serious problems are referred to doctors in
private practice.
Dr .Miller said most students
who come to the center want help
with day-to-day problems that are
affecting their life-style and study
habits while at Central. Miller
stresses the importance of
students feeling secure with the
confidentiality of counseling services.
"We do not release information
about students to anybody, including parents,'' Miller concluded.
The Counseling Center operates
in a relaxed, comfortable atmosphere. Currently there is no
charge for services at the
center,but Dr.Miller said because
· of the status current financial
crisis,there has been speculation
about charging fees in the future.

LSAl • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
MAT• GMAT •DAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSKP

NArL MED BOS • ECFMG
FLEX • YQE • llDB • Rll BliS
CPA • SPEED READlllG
~-H.MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938

For information. Please Call :

632-0b34

Seattle.

W elcorne back!

GI~~ to have y~u here!

We're looking forward
to f dlang your mdk and dairy products needs.

1/2 gal . . . Grade A
1/2 gal ... Whole
& 2°/o
pint ... Whipping
(Effective Oct. 1) cream

Winegar's
DRIVE IN
6 blocks west
of CWU Library

419 W. 15th 925-1821

e More Attractive...------and Feel
More Confident!
A color allal.l·sis can
pfre you the se(f{'011.fidence you need
to be your best ill any
situation, yet the cost
of all analysis is less
tha11 the l'Ost <~f one
cJJarjorie ~ nderson
509 962-96 76
single ou~fit ! In fact, ·
ll color allalysis call
sa i·e you m 011 ey by
helpillp you uroid l~ostly
clothillp m istukes·. (}all
me at 962-96 76 for all
Color
appoi11tme11t or further
Specialist
i11.fornrntio11.
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By MELISSA YOUNG

AENStk>ULD
BEWHAT€QD·

Editor

INTENDED,

SUPDINATE

ANOTHER DUMB QUESTIONNAIRE DEPT. - Many of us, as we
tried to dart out of registration, were handed a sheet circulated by a
group of women in the outer arena. It asked for class standing, gender
. and year of birth. Then it asked, "In your opinion, IS IT ALRIGHT
(sic) FOR A MALE TO HOLD A FEMALE DOWN AND PHYSICAL;LY FORCE HER TO ENGAGE IN INTERCOURSE,

lOMEN...

1

1

1 - if he spends a lot of money on her?
2 - if he is so turned on he cannot stop?
3 - if the man and woman are currently married to each other?
4 - if she has had sexual intercourse with other guys?
5 - if she is stoned or drunk?
6 - if they are married to each other but are currently separated?
7 - if she lets him touch her above the waist?
8 - if she is going to have sex with him and then changes her
nlind?
/
9 - if they have dated for a long time?
10 - if she has led him on?
11 - if she gets him sexually excited?
12 - if they were married to each other but are now divorced?"
But of course it's all right for a man to rape a woman - given the
right set of circumstances.
If I hadn't already questioned the credibility of the survey (what
with the poor copy quality and misspelled word), those questions cintC!hed it.
This type of questionnaire gives all polls a bad name. Loaded questions, loaded wording, and even the persons (all women) handing it out
can only point to one answer - "No" to all questions.
Therein lies the problem. The expected response is so blatant, some
may have found it a good j'oke to answer some of the questions
"wrong" - just to see what would happen.
.
And there may actually have been a few who answered "yes" in all
:sincerity, but that figure will be greatly inflated by those who simple
got disgusted with the thing and started filling in sarcastic "yeses."
When you put out a questionnaire that looks like a joke, you can't ex;pect totally serious answers.

I'LL P"°BABLY

NEVER6ET

A6AMEOF

FETCH OUT

OF HER!!

~

Profit sharing answer to strike

behind the owner's desk and see
Allouettes 8, the Eskimos 1. (Warhow a football team is really run,
ren Moon hits a solo shot in the left
something most players are terfield bleachers! )
ribly ignorant about.
After being blitzed (excuse the
I must admit that at first, I
Profit sharing could even be
pun) by such spine-tingling conwasn't too concerned about the
RAH, RAH, TEAM DEPT. - It was refreshing to see all the cheerdone on deferred basis, perhaps
football strike. After all, it was on- tests, I decided that a solution
ing, banner-waving fans at Saturday's football game. Too bad the
after the players retire, thus givly September, the baseball pen- must be found before the networks
dorm groups had to be bribed with $100 in Frazzini's pizza as the prize
ing them a more secure future
nant races have been the most ex- start showing us mud wrestling or
for the residence hall spirit competition. Even so, most everyone
after their playing days are over.
citing in several years and, like the Canadian curling championstayed until the final four minutes (long after the Beck Boys captured
A stronger free agent market
last year's baseball strike, I ships.
the competition), when the rain started and it didn't look as t~ugh
would also increase the value of
The problem, of course, is
figured it would all blow over
Pacific was going to be able to make up its 51-point deficit before the
all teams by giving them easier
eventually.
money. And the players do have a
game ended (or probably before the season ended).
access to better players. The
My attitude has changed point: Professional football is the
There are two groups which deserve special commendation - the
owners will hate the idea at first,
dramatically.
most popular sport in this councheerleaders and the band. Central's cheerleaders in past years have
but in the long run the value of
Last Sunday as I sat down to
try. And out of this country's three
been somewhat lackadaisical, to say the least. Spectators at any sport
their team will increase;
major sports, football players are
watch some sort of substitute
often weren't even sure if the cheerleaders were there or not. But this
athletic competition, I received a
the lowest paid.
LETTER POLICY
year's squad, under the leadership of Jack Day, is something else
rude awakening.
However, the answer to the
again. Not only do you see that they are there, but you see them doing
First off, I was greeted with last
negotiations is not handing over 55
something and doing it well. The rally squad undoubtedly raised the
The Campus Crier welcomes let.year's Super Bowl. Not highlights,
percent of the television revenues
spirit of some who may have just come to the game in hopes of winning
mind you, but the game in its enproposed as by the players. This
ters to the editor. Letters should
.some pizza.
tirety. Thus two .weeks into the
would be counterproductive to
be 200 words or less and should be
While the Central school song may get a little old after each time the
1982 season, we have to watch the
team expansion and weaken the
typed, double-spaced.
team scores, at least the band was present and accounted for. Five
only reason why NO NFL team
final game played of the '81
Please bring letters to the Camtubas can really belt out "Charge!" I hope they get the good reception
season.
lost money last year - TV conpus Crier office, Bouillon 227, no
they deserve in the Kingdome Oct. 17.
Needless to say, this was rather
tracts.
later than 5 p. m. Friday for
And finally, if it weren't for the football team's winning season, ·
A much simpler and more inexrepetitive. The networks would
publication in the next issue.
nothing the cheer squad or the band could do would bring fans into the
pensive solution would- be team
have been better off showing
All letters must be signed and
stadium. Tom Parry must still be in shock over his team's record.
Super Bowl XIII, or highlights of
profit sharing and a stronger free
must
include phone number and adMaybe he'll be the next honoree at a sports roast.
Pete Rozelle begrudgingly hanagent market.
dress for verification. The Crier
ding over the championship
Profit sharing is a beautiful
ALL mE COMFORTS OF HOME DEPT. - Hundreds, nay,
trophy to Al Davis two years ago.
substitute for the revenue sharregrets it cannot run any letter
ihousands of persons are used to looking for the Campus Crier nestled
Unfortunately, t_hings did not
ing. If the team makes money, the
which doesn't include full name,
safely away on the second floor of the SUB. No, no, no! We've moved to
get any better.
players get a cut of the pie. This
address and phone number.
Next on the agenda was a fatal
allows the owners a way out if, by
an even more obscure spot on the second floor of Bouillon, convenientThe editor reserves the right to
1y located right down the hall from the Communication Department.
dose of "cheesehead football."
some act of God, their team
edit any letter for space and clariYou know, the game which prodoesn't turn a profit.
Editorial staff are in room 227, while the business office is room 228. .
ty.
Office phone remains 963-1026. (RIP, Speech Pathology.)
duces such anemic scores as the
It also allows the players to sit
I~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;~~......................~...................................................~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Trestle rubble
During preview week more happened than just the
arrival of new students-something disappeared as
well. The old train trestles that once served as
bulletin boards for club announcements and shelter
from the rain were demolished.
The Board of Trustees approved the removal of
the trestles last spring because the trestles were considered a safety hazard.

Stoff photo by Kris Erikson
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Accounting majors awarded funds
Eleven accounting students at ' Onalaska; Don Johnson, Electric
Central were awarded scholar- City; Esther Nolan, Quincy,
ships for the 1982-83 academic Bradley Powell, Yakima; Bryan
year from eight area businesses.
Powell, Yakima; Wayne RanThe scholarships ranged in court, Ellensburg; Debbie Ross,
amount from $150 to $400. The Bothell; and James Tunnell, Sunrecipients
were
Debbie nyside.
Bachmeier ,Ellensburg; Kathy
Winner of the accounting faculCannizzo, Au burn,; Angelika ty award of $150 was Ken Kouchi,
Gaylord, Lacey; Jim Holding, Seattle.

History scholarships won by students
Mary Willey, Ellensburg, was
named the recipient of the $1,000
Clareta Olmstead Smith History
Scholarship.
The scholarship is awarded to
outstanding scholars in. American
history. The history department
recommends three students for
consideration. An advisory board
then makes a selection based on
transcripts and letters of interest
submitted by the candidates.

The award is part of a trust fund
created by Smith, a CWU alumna,
who was the author of several
books on the Kittitas Valley.
Other history scholarships were
awarded
to
Cort
Worthington,Enumclaw, who was
granted the $400 Rodine Scholarship, and Michael Goodpaster,
Goldendale, recipient of the $200
Barto Scholarship.

For those
abou-t
to rock
Thursday, Sept. 29, 30 Oct.
3, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

I

Admissi·on: $2.00
FM

Sponsored by ASC

S U B

T H E A T E R

--------------------------Present this ad .and receive
soc off the 3 p.rn. showing!
--------------------------Next week: Arthur

STEREO
ROCK
Central's new rock at 95..3 FM
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Safety Department Comics
makes move to new office _________________
By DIANE BROWN
Of the Campus Crier

CWU's Safety Department
has moved its offices from the
building in Hertz parking lot to the
Jongeward Services Building
across 'D' street from the main
campus.
CWU's Safety Department has
jurisdiction over all university
properties. Police may pursue
violators off campus at the time of
violation or at a later date. CWU's
officers are often called off campus to assist the Ellensburg City
Police.
According to Officer Rudolph,
of the CWU Safety Department,
all citations issued at Central are
handled through the Kittitas county courts. All money violations
collected are absorbed by Kittitas
County. CWU receives nothing.
The exception to this is parking
violations. These penalties are
handled by the university. According to Rudolph, the money collected for parking violations will
be used to pay overhead costs incurred by Central in the enforcement and collection of fines.
There are four major areas of
violations in which students may
find themselves Rudolph said.
They are traffic, alcohol, noise,
and burglary-theft, he explained.
The major traffic offense is a
mall violation. All pectestrian mall
entrances are clearly marked yet
Rudolph said they are often ignored.
"The difference between a
sidewalk and the pedestrian mall
is its width. The malls are to be
utilized by emergency and service
vehicles only," Rudolph stated.
"Many blind spots on the malls
endanger the safety of
pedestrians and bicycle traffic.
Those vehicles illegally parked on
the mall are seriously impeding
emergency vehicles," Rudolph
concluded.

In the area of alcohol violations
the nwnber one offense is minor
possession of intoxicants.
"Containers do not have to be
open, neither does the minor need
to be consuming the alcohol to
constitute physical control or
possession," Rudolph said.
A minor in possession of alcohol
carries a $100 fine.
The second most common
alcohol violation is open containers. Washington law states it
is unlawful to possess an open container of intoxicants in publc
view. The penalty for having open
containers is $150.
A minor in possession of an open
container is guilty of both alcohol
violations and is subject to a $300
penalty.
Another violation is excessive
noise. A new city ordinance
· stipulates this violation is enforceable 24 hours a day.
Central residents are responsible for what happens in their

rooms as far as alcohol and noise
are concerned, Officer Schneider,
also of the campus Safety Department, explained. Cooperation
with the Safety Department at the
time of contact will set the theme
for what will happen next, he added. The penalty for excessive
noise is $90.
According to Schneider, Operation I.D. assists students in marking valuables with their state
drivers license nwnber.
Students may also register
bicycles at · the Physical Plant.
The registration service is free.
Unless students take time to
register their bicycles, assisting
them in recovery will be impossible, Schneider explained. According to Rudolph, bicycles are the
most common stolen property on
campus.
Any student suspecting a crime
should report it directly to the
campus police, which is open 24
hours.
"A delay in reporting a crime
will decrease our chances of apprehending the violator by 70 percent,'' Schneider stated.
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CW AS digs into the past
By MARY AMESBURY

started in hopes of saving the artifacts from erosion due to increased hydroelectric power
Dr. Jim Chatters' recent ar- needs for Washington State during
chaeological dig near the base of peak hours in the morning and
9rand Coulee Dam could be com- evening.
pared to a historical treasure
The oval shaped house is
hunt.
bordered by rock walls creating a
Chatters, assistant director of 30 feet by 12 feet "storehouse" of
Central Washington Ar- information about prehistoric Inchaeological-Survey (CWAS), and dian tribes.
several Central students under his
The house, located on a high
direction unearthed what could be Columbia river terrace, was only
the oldest Indian house in the one of 10 sites investigated by the
Pacific Northwest. Chatters said team. "Several sites contained
he estimates the house's age to be quite a bit of useful information,"
5,000 or more years old.
explained Chatters.
The project, funded by the ArAlso of interest to the army Corp of Engineers, was chaeologists was an area . called
Asst. News Editor

&;\,

'11.r

Monday Night
Football
(Airing on Big screen TV from ABC,
Yakima channel - 6 pm, ~us Cafe>

September 20
Green Bay at New York Giants
September 27
Cincinnati at Cleveland

Video concert
nuesday Nights - 7 pm,
SUB Cafe on Big screen TV>

September 28
Loggins & Messina
New University Store Hours
Mond ay - Thursday 8 am- 9 pm
Friday 8 am - s pm
Sat urday - 11 am 4 pm
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EOP helps
needy students

and other primitive objects have
been analyzed by a California
By CAROLYN MALONE
company which specializes in
News Editor
dating archaeological artifacts.
The artifacs will remain at CenCentral's Educational Opportral until a thorough analysis is
tunities
Program is basically an
complete. The process, according
to Chatters, will probably take alternative admissions program
through March. The artifacts will which provides academic
be permanently housed on the Col- assistance to educationally disadville Indian Reservation near the vantaged students, according to
Director Mike Lopez.
digging sites.
EOP has two major roles - to
Chatters said he estimates a
display of the · findings will be serve as alternative avenue of adready for student viewing some mission to the university and to
provide learning assistance sertime after fall quarter.
Further digging at the Coulee vices to all students at Central.
Lopez said the goal of EOP is to
Dam site will occur during Ocassure that all persons with the
tober.
desire to continue their education
have an opportunity to attend college. The program seeks students
who do not meet the usual entrance requirements but who do
have the intellectual ability and
motivation to be successful in college.
Any student is eligible for services because the program is not
federally funded nor does it focus
primarily on minority or lowinco~e students.
The program offers comprehensive academic advising and personal counseling, classes and individual instruction to improve
basic academis study skills, tutoring in specific courses, individualized learning services for
learning disabled and other handicapped students and assistance
with financial aid fonns.
The program is composed of
high school drop-outs, displaced
homemakers, veterans, retired
persons and others who need help
adjusting to college.
There are no requirements as to
past schooling and no minimum
<Thursday - 3, 7, & 9:30 pm, SUB Ballroom)
grade point average. A high
school diploma or GED is
desirable, but not necessary.
Neither are there required entrance
exams, Lopez said.
<will show Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
In addition to Lopez, three staff
September 29th, 30th and October 1st)
members with Master of Arts
degrees in education or counseling assist students as peer advisers in note taking, time
management, scheduling of
classes, career and exploratory
skills, college survival skills and
math anxieties.
"College survival is a course
that can help poor students
become good students and good
students become better," Lopez
said.
EOP hires student tutors who
have already completed a course
successfully to help another student who may be struggling.
The first step in the admissions
<from nort h campus area to SUB)
application process to EOP is to
fill out a Uniform Undergraduate
Application and mail is to the admissions office at Central.
Official transcripts of all high
school and college work must be
submitted to Admissions. That office will determine whether a person is eligible for regular admission to Central.
EOP will then recommend that
a student enter through the
regular channel if this is the case.
All of the advising, tutorial and
other services of EOP will remain
a~ailable to student who enter
through regular admissions procedured, Lopez pointed out.
"We advise all incoming
minority students for this (fall)
quarter," he said. "But all
students can come to the center.
We have one of the best educational advising programs in the
state."

Thorn Forest, which provided a
"refined look" at the last 1,000
years. According to Chatters,
1,000 years usually occupies a~
proximately a foot or so of soil
depth. At the Thorn Forest site
however the digging revealed
several distinct layers indicating
recent short term occupations.
The artifacts from these two
sites and others are now being
processed by anthropology
students at Central. "That for me
is exciting," Mary Leshik, an anthropology major at Central, said
about the CWAS discovery of the
house and the studying of the artifacts at CWU.
The spear points, ornaments

ASC Film

September 30
star wars

watch and sign up for
Papa John's
on Wednesdays - soon!

FREE Wellington T. Wildcat
Shuttle Bus serv ice

SUB Cafeteria open 'til 9:30 pm Monday - Thursday
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Fudge Factory churns out the goodies
noting that the candy shop at ·
Pulhnan did very well. That prompted him to begin considering a
Central's student bookstore similar setup for Central's
made a change for the better this bookstore.
Naas is the first to admit he met
fall. Along with extended store
hours and a rent-a-record depart- opposition with his new-fangled ,
ment, the bookstore now has its idea. "Once you commit yourself
own candy counter complete with to something, you have to think
it's going to work," he said.
homemade fudge.
It HAS worked thanks to Terra
It's called "The Fudge
Mccaffree, a CWU senior majorFactory." Construction of the
facility began in June and the pro- . ing in leisure services. She's
worked at the bookstore about a
ject was finished in July.
year and is affectionately referBookstore manager Ray Naas
red to as the "candy queen."
said the cost of the addition came
Terra oversees everything at
to around $10,000 which includes
The Fudge Factory, from orderwiring and plumbing.
ing candy to teaching new
Naas came up with the idea of
employees how to make the fudge.
combining a candy shop and
She's watched the small extenbookstore when Washington State
sion of the bookstore grow from a
University tried out the idea. He
trickling business this summer to
kept close tabs on the progress,

By TAMI TH EDENS
Managing Editor

1

a full-time operation with the
beginning of fall classes on campus.
"Since school started the fudge
has gone really fast. We've come
up with more new flavors and people are eager to try new things,"
she said.
The fudge is made about twice a
week and consists of fudge mix,
butter, water, and vanilla flavoring which is cooked in a large kettle. There are two basic mix
flavors - chocolate and vanilla.
From there anything goes.
Terra said when The Fudge
Factory was first installed the
bookstore staff brainstormed, trying to think up as many flavors as
they could. They came up with
about 40 flavors that may or may
not be made during the course of
the week.

Rocky road is the most popular
flavor with peanut butter
chocolate chip a close second. One
flavor that became a big hit was
one of Terra's own concoctions,
Rice Krispie Marshmallow. According to Terra people even ask
for it by name when they come in
to purchase the more conventional fudge flavors of peanut butter walnut, chocolate vanilla, or
chocolate marshmallow.
Although the ingredients are
costly, Naas said the fudge is a
pretty good buy. A pound goes for
$3.98 which averages· out to 40
cents a piece.
There's no doubt that the candy
is a money maker and Naas said
the entire operation should pay for
itself soon.
The student reception has been
better than expected by bookstore

personnel. Some students even
suggest flavors for the crew to try
out, and many times they are
taken up on it.
If students aren't fudge fans
they can try out some of the other
goodies located in The Fudge Factory such as gourmet jelly beans
in flavors like jalapeno, guava
and mai tai. Peanut crunch,
mocha beans, and lemon drops
are featured as well
Naas said he would like to expand the candy counter but space
is a problem. For now the
bookstore staff will have to settle
for thinking up new fudge flavors
for Halloween and Thanksgiving.
Terra hinted at licorice, pumpkin
and orange for Halloween and
who knows what Thanksgiving
will bring.

ll JHL!!

Stoff photos by Bethnie Beech

Lori Hergert (left) and Donna Trainor take advantage of the new bookstore eatery .

•

"Candy Queen" Terra Mccaffree works for her title.
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Nike - Adidas - Puma
Tiqer .- Converse
B·l azer - Brooks
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Adidas
Russell
Shorts -

Pants -

Athletic Shoes

etc.
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Check out all the latest styles I

Gym Bags

Socks
Pro QuolitY,
By National
&_Wigwam

G ood assortment
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Guys & Gals

Posters, Swim Goggles, Racquetballs,

Tennis balls, Hacky Sacks and more
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'WELCOME TO ELLENSBURG
and

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
THIS AD ENTITLES YOU TO ONE 'FREE' ADMISSION
WHEN PRESENTED TO THE RECEPTIONIST AT Bl·MART •
JI-MART IS PROUD TO BE A PART OF THE ELLENSBURG AREA. AND WE'RE
£QUAtl V AS.PROUD TO BE ABLE TO SERVE THE P!OPLE OF ELLENSBURG
AND KITTITAS COUNTY, WITH THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ON'A WIDE
SELECTION OF QUALITY MERCHANDISE. WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU'LL
NEEO TO GET YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT READY FOR THE rnMING
SCHOOL YEAR ••• AND WE'LL SAVE YOU MONEY. CHl:C.K OUK MANY
OEPARTMENTS INCLUDtNG PHOTO-SOUND, HOUSEWARES HARDWARE,
DRUGS SUNDRIES. AND FULL LINE PHARMACY .
SINCE Bl·MART IS A MEMBERSHIP OISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE, YOU ARE
ADMITTED 1·y MEMBERSHIP ONLY. A UFETIME FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
JS ONLY 2.00, AND ENTITLES YOU TO SHOP ANY OF THE 28 Bl·MART'
STORES IN WASHINGTON AND OREGON.
. AS AN INTRODUCTION TO Bl-MART, THE EMPLOYEES OF Bl·MART
r~VITE YOU TO CUP THIS AD AND PRESENT IT TO THE RECEPTIONIST
AT II-MART flOR ONE 'FREE' NO OBLIGATION ADMISS.ION. IT'S YOUR
CHANCE TO COME IN •.. LOOK AROUND .•• AND DISCOVER WHAT
OVER ffAlF A MILLION MEMBERSHIP FAMILIES HAVE, FOR GREATER ·
EVERYDAY SAVINGS, IT'S SMART TO SHOP Bl·MART •
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EXAMPLE :
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LIST9.98
8.89

EVERYDAY
131-MART 5.00
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CASH VALUE l /20c

COUPON EXPIRES I 0-10·82
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'. EVERYDAY
ILOW Bl-MART

PRICE
LIMIT 3 PER COUPON
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·ALL RECORD ALBUMS •••
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Wildcats smash Boxers 51-0

Bustin' loose
By WADE COLE
Of the Campus Crier

Overcast skies and the Pacific
University Boxers were no threat
the Central' s Wildcats as they
pawed their way to a 51-0 victory
Saturday afternoon at Tomlinson
Stadiwn.
The only close competition in
the stadium . was that among
residence halls for the title of
most spirited. Students from
various dorms sectioned
themselves off in the grandstands
and cheered to the Wildcats.
The men from Beck won the title, plus the $100 in Frazzini's pizza which came with it.
Perhaps Saturday would be
remembered as the ciay the red
tide hit the Pacific - if it weren't
for the fact that Pacific has a longr unn ing history of similar
mishaps. Central's win increased
the Boxers' losing streak to 26
straight games.
The team's last "win" was actually a forfeit from Eastern
Oregon in 1979.
For Central, it was the biggest
scoring output since the Wildcats
beat Spokane University 78-0 in
1932.
The Boxers received the opening kickoff, only to fwnble the ball
to the Wildcats' on the next play.
Central took quick advantage,
with Greg Kessel scoring on a
seven-yard run.
From that point the romp was

Staff photo by Bill Ca~pbell

Junior tight end Rich Mansfield drives for a gain against the Boxers.

underway. Mike Grant and Ted
Huber scored touchdowns in the
first quarter, running the score to
20-0.
Chris Elliot started the second
quarter scoring by successfully
kicking a 45-yard field goal.
Pacific aided in Central's second
quarter scoring exhibition by
making a bad punt snap which
was downed on Pacific's 10-yark
line.
Shortly afterward, Marty
Osborne carried the ball in from
the 3-yard line. On the Boxer's
next drive, they turned the ball
over again, this time throwing a
pass which was intercepted by
Central's Jeff Palmer. Gary
Moore ran that one in, _adding to
the 37-0 Wildcat halftime lead.
Coach Tom Parry emptied the
bench during the second half.
Freshman John Davis ran the ball
in from the 3-yard line following
an interception by Mark Bergsma
and Henry Rance caught a
24-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Paul Peerboom to
complete the day's scoring.
Although rains late in the game
sent many spectators home, Central maintained its shutout over
Pacific.
"It was a fun game for us,"
defensive coach Mike Dunbar
said. "It's proabably the first
complete game we've played both
offensively and defensively."
"The line did a great job of
blocking," commented fullback
Greg Kessel. "And when the line

blocks, everything works."
This Saturday may prove to be a
real test to the No. 9-ranked
Wildcats as they take on Whit-

worth at Tomlinson Stadiwn.
"Next week we have to go back
to work," Dunbar said. "We anticipate that Whitworth will be

very good. We're going to have
our hands full, but we're going to
earn our ranking."
(More photos on page l 0)

. . . .. ,I' .....
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Staff photo by Ben Olson

Pacific University defenders tlose in as senior quarterback Mory Osborn struggles for yardage

Staff photo by R.E. Johnson

Winning promotes happiness as linebacker Jeff Palmer (left) and defensive back Chris Hart displdy victorious smiles.

Sh a pi r o's
IN THE PLAZA

Dance wear
Swimwear
Gifts

Students Welcome to Ellensburg. You're always welcome to come in
and .browse in Ellensburg's largest, oldest, and most complete
sporting goods store.
~----~~~~~~~--~---------

Prices good Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Bicycles

Rackets

Schwinn & Nishiki

Tennis and Racketball
Head - Wilson - Prince
Ektelon - Leach - Voit

Etc.
Danskin,- Capezio & Garfield

st>-~~25 %
Bike repairs:
Fast and inexpensive --

all brands

Running Gear
Tricot Lightweight Nylon
Tops & Shorts

We custom string rackets

·. Jogging Suits
Nike ~- Adidas
Court Casuals
(many nice styles)

Wednesday, Oct. 6

This weekend only

One night only

Kappa -- Addidas
Sub 4 - Dolfin -

Sk-is & Parkas

Brand Room Happy Hour

20%

5:30 - 6:30

$1 any brand

Olin -- Atomic

& many styles of parkas

OFF

OFF

Nike

Lucky Pierre
. 'LIVE'

Rossignol -

20%

·Athletic Shoes
Nike - Adidas - Tiger
Puma - Converse - Brooks

FREE:
Pair of Wigwam socks with each pair
of shoes purchased at regular price
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Fall quarter
intramural sports
By SHAWN SPARKS
Of the Campus Crier

Fall quarter is here and with it
the beginning of intramural
sports. Intramurals have been a
big part of Central extracurricular activities in past years and
1982 is no exception.
According to Bill Parker, coordinator of intramurals programs,
football teams must consist of
seven players. There is a $35 fee
per team. For the first time in six
years there will be a women's
powder-puff league.
Volleyball teams will be co-ed
and must consist of three women
and three men per team. There is
an $18 fee for volleyball teams.
Soccer teams consist of eight
players. There is also an $18 fee
charge.
Unifonns are not necessary for
any team sports.

For more information call the .
Intramural office at 963-1751

Of the Campus Crier

Although Central's volleyball
· team got off to a slow start, a recent winning streak shows they
· are gaining momentum.
Last week's home match
against Gonzaga found the
Wildcats losing three straight
games, 12-15, 6-15 and 7-15.
Friday the women's team
travelled to Canada to meet
Simon Frazer. This time the Central volleyballers held out for four
games, with scores of 15-12, 1-15,
3-15 and 0-15. On Saturday the team travelled
to Western, and this time, after
five matches, they emerged victorious. Outscoring WWU, Central
won 15-0, 15-17, 15-12, 13-15 and
15-6.
Monday's match against PLU
, helped boost team confidence as
the Wildcats won three straight

A particularly
helpful advertisement
·from Stereocraft
Selecting a stereo.

Examples.

Selecting a stereo system is more
than just a matter of taste_ It is the
process of finding the most
(quantifiable) performance for
your dollar. How much sound will
a system produce and how cleanly?
How much of the full musical
range does it reproduce?

We have selected two systems that
will offer the best possible value for
your particular number of dollars .
When you come in to talk to us we
are confident that we can convince
you of one thing : we can probably
furnish you with a better music system for less money and with better
service than you are likely to get
elsewhere.

Because we at Stereocraft spend a
great deal of time listening to, and
evaluating, all kinds of alidio
equipment, we can supply a helpful summary of what performance
characteristics can be had at what
price; what you will gain if you
spend more; and what you will lose
if it is necessary to spend less.

With a moderate budget ($450$650), you can get a system which
provides accurate musical reproduction in every respect, with sufficient output for a medium-sized
room. If you like music very loud
and have a very large room, you
can select a different kind of
system that gives up some musical
accuracy (bass response, usually)
in order to get higher sound output level.
With somewhat more to spend
($650-$1000), you will be able co
gc-t a systc-m that combines completely sati5fying accuracy with
amplP output for the largest of
listening rooms. A system in this
price · range will include features
that add to the ease of operation
and which help to preserve your

11·

sets, ·16-14, 15-10 and 15-9, before
more than 100 fans.
The Wildcats have additional
height on this year's team. Last
year the volleyballers competed
with just one player over 5 feet 9
inches tall. This year, there are
four players stretchirig up to that
height. A pair of six foot tall
freshman have also joined the
group.
Returning for another season
are senior team captain Melanie
Meusbom, sophomore Cheryl Ray
and senior Robin Martin.
Top newcomers include community college transfer Kathy

Wrig-ht and freshmen Toni
Larimer, Angie McDonald and
Camille Shannon.
"We are a young team, but
we're improving rapidly," second
year head coach Sandy Fritz said.
''I think our improvement will
really start to show when we start
to play some of these schools the
second time around,'' she said adding, "We have more height and
will be much more aggressive
than last year."
The Wildcats, now 2-3 in league
play, will host Western in
Nicholson Pavilion tomorrow at
7:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
OCTOBER
1
2
5
6
8
9
11
14-15
16-17
21
24
28
29-30

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Western Washington ·:university
Whitworth College
Gonzaga University
Yakima Valley College
Lewis Clark State College
Lewis· Clark State College Tournament
Simon Fraser University
University of Alaska, Fairbanks
University of Alaska, Anchorage
Pacific Lutheran University ·
Seattle· University
Lewis Clark State College
Simon Fraser University Tournament

NOVEMBER.
5-6 at NAIA District I Championships
(Central Washington University)
18-.20 at NAIA National Championships
(Site to be Determined)
All home games start 7:30 pm in Nicholson Pavttion

SYSTEM4~9

What your dollar buys.
With a limited budget ($300$450); you can get a system of
reasonable accuracy, but it is
necessary to sacrifice response at
b~th ends of the musical range to
get a satisfactory acoustic output
(loudness). A system in this price
range is most appropriate in a
small listening area.
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Wildcat volleyball gains strength
By WADE COLE

There are three leagues - A,B
and C - for each sport except
women's football. Each team
must have a manager and a name
for their team prior to registration. Players on each team must
be registered with the coordinator·
in advance.
Football and soccer playoffs are
set for Nov. 8-10. Volleyball
playoffs are Nov. 15-18.
The deadline for football and
volleyball registration is Oct. 6 at
5 p.m. (for football) and 5:30 (for
volleyball). The meetings will be
in Nicholson Pavilion room 117.
All activities get underway Oct.
11.
Practice equipment can be·
checked out from Parker between
2 and 10 p.m. weekdays and 1-5
p.m. weekends.

Central Washington University

We can now offer a true component stereo system for what
you'd usually pay for a "component-type" system (the ones that
sound like appliances instead of
music).

Our $449 stereo system is built
around the Boston Acoustics A-40
speakers. which sound like all the
music most people every really
wanted. They have genuinely
amazing sound - rich, detailed ,
and wide-range, with bass that
comes within a half-octave of the
best you can do at any price.
To drive the A-40's, we have the
Hitachi SR2001 stereo receiver. It
makes them sing without a false
note, and gets all the FM and AM
stations you 'll be wanting.
The record player is the Hitachi
HT21 semi-automatic turntable
with a Shure M70B cartridge and
diamond stylus. It will use your
records for the music they offer,
but not abuse them in the process.
Our special $449 system price
lea\'es you a lot to buy records
with.

To power them properly we've
chosen the widely acclaimed NAD
7020 stereo receiver with clean
low-distortion performance and
the ability to get all the FM and
AM stations along the diaL
For getting all the music off your
records and treating them gently
in the process we selected the new
NAD 5025 semi-automatic turntable with Signet's fine TKlea
cartridge.
Come in and see for yourself how
true our headline really is,

Authorized dealer for:
ADS
APT / Holman
Audio Control
Audio Source
Audio Technica
Auto Tech
Boston Acoustics
Carver
Concord
Den on
Discwasher
Hitachi
Koss
Last
Loran

rccorcl~s.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~

Maxell
Monster Cable
NAD
Nakamichi
Ortofon
O'Sullivan
Pickering
Pioneer
Proton
Shure
Signet
SME
Sony
TDK
Yamaha

@HITACHI
Boston~st1~~

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. PEARL, ELLENSBURG, WA
962-2830

signet

NAO

Store Hours:
10:30 a .m.-5:30 p.m .
Monday-Saturday

:~ . JI

'I'•

(~

, ,....;;) 1

Mundy's

Shoe Store
Downtown
Open late Friday evening

<t</
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Beck hall strips the scene

Shucking their $hirts despite the cold, Beck displays unique entertainment.

Stoff photos by R.E. Johnson

Welconie back!
We appreciate your business with the
best pizza, sandwiches and salads in
town!

pizza
place

Moonlite Sale
-25°/o off
everything
(on regular price merchandi_se only)

Ellensburg

Yakima

Tonight

In the Plaza 925-9855
Visit the Yakima Frazzini's at 3rd & Nob
Hill in the Southgate Shopping Center

7 p.m. - l 0 p.m.

Campus Crier

Hall competition

By WADE COLE
Of the Campus Crier

In addition to the square-off between the Central Washington
University Wildcats and the
Pacific University Boxers,
another vigorous contest took
place at Tomlinson Field Saturday.
A spirit contest among CWU

amplifies spirit

Central Washington University

residence halls, with the winning
hall receiving $100 in pizza from
Frazzini's, was won by Beck Hall.
Students turned out en masse to
support their team and their
dorm. They showed their spirit by
waving bright banners, throwing
confetti and tossing balloons into
the air.
Fans, brightly dressed in school
colors, raised their voices to hail

Thursday, Sept. 30, 1982 -

the home team and their hall, providing a brilliant contrast to the
overcast day.
The Beck Boys showed the
greatest amount of spirit, with
"home-made" chants and lively
vocalizations.
Fans from several residence
hall groups lined on the field to
welcome the Wildcats back after
halftime.

·Prominent .anker
wis es ·to help
ptrt.10,000 .students
through college.
·

Washington Mutual is now offering
student loans at 7% to 9% interest.
You can borrow at these low rates to put
yourself through college now without making any payments until after you graduate.
And there's no interest charged to you at all
until six to ten months after you're out of
school. Even then, you'll have five to ten
years to repay It couldn't be a better deal.

Generally. you'll qualify 1f you're a
resident of. or attending a school in Washington, and are not in arrears on other government grants or loans.
Sec the Financial Assistance officer at
your school for full details. Or call Washington Mutual at (206) 464-4767 ,

Washington Mutual ~uu
Thr oldt'st and larg.t'st Sa111ngs Bank 1r. ch" Non:h\A t!>t Mt·mbn !- D l C

Third and A Streets in Yakima 575-3753 ·40th and Summitview
·in West Yakima 965-2210

Moore Holl attempts to bog the honor of "most spirited."

Our new depa~tments include:

Natural Foods

Photo Sound
Store hours·:

8 a.m.

~

10 p.m. daily

Open 24 hours

7 days a week

*Donuts
*Pies

*Cakes
*Ice Cream

·*Soup & Sandwiches

13
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Cross-country underway
By WENDY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

CO-ED CROSS COUNTRY

Central's women's cross-coun·
try team started off their 1982
season by competing in the recent
lOk Coke Street Run in Yakima.
CWU junior Carol Christiansen
hit the finish line second in the
women's competition. Central's
Colleen Burke was third in the 6.2
mile race.
The Wildcats only have two

OCTOBER
2 at Fort casey Invitational {Whidbey Island)
9 at Western Washington University Invitational
16 at Pacific ·Lutheran University Invitational
(Men)
Eastern Washington University Invitational
(Women)

23

NOVEMBER
6 at NAIA District I Championships
(Western Washington University)

Free Lecture & Slides

20 at NAIA National Championships
(University of Wisconsin at Parkside)
race, our top runners proved to be
in very good shape," Arlt said, adding, "they did outstanding."
Along with Harshman, other
returning lettermen include Bob
Prather, Roger Howell and Dale

Sports Editor

Finishing in the top ten in the
past three NAIA meets, the men's
cross-eountry team is looking
ahead to another great season, according to Coach Spike Arlt.
The Wildcats showed their
talents recently at the lOk Coke
Street Run in Yakima. Placing
first for the team was returning
national competitor Paul Harshman.
"I was very pleased with the

of her young team. With 12 runners this year the team is looking
at the biggest turnout ever.
The first meet for the Wildcats
will be Saturday at the Fort Casey
Invitational on Whidbey Island.
More than 200 competitors are expected to attend.
"I think we're going to see a lot
of nerves, because for a lot of the
women this will be their first performance,'' Boyungs said, adding,
"I'm hoping we come through."

Revelation 9
& the Neutron Bo:mh

Central Washington University Invitational

By .WENDY TAYLOR

returning letter winners this
season - Christiansen and
sophomore Mary Dailey.
Christiansen, the Wildcat's
leading runner and team captain,
is a two time national meet
qualifier.
Burke, currently CWU's No. 2
runnet, rounds out the team with
freshmen DeAnna Dow, Jeanne
Daly and Wendy Taylor.
"We are looking for a good
season," Coach Jan Boyungs said

Today, Sep·t. 30

3:30 or 8 p.m.

King.
"Some of the n~w runners look ·
very qualified," Arlt said.
"Freshmen Eric Schmitt and
Bruce Dudley, both look very
competitive," he added.
The team's first meet will be
Saturday at the Fort Casey Invitational on Whidbey Island.

SUB Room 210
Sponsored b.r Bible Proph.ec.r Student Association

Hanvold's Seafood
Welcomes CWU students
with spectacular
seafood savings!
r--COUPON--,

r--COUPON·--1

I
I

I

I

Fresh
Red Snapper

$1. 99 lb.
Reg. $2.99 lb.

!__!xf!.e!_2.0~~

I
I

I
II II

Oregon

I

Scallops
$6. 99 lb.

II

Reg. $7 .89 lb.

I

..J

L-~~~~~-J

1---COUPON---

---COUPON---1

_

I

:

I
I
I

I

Jumbo Prawns
$9.99 lb.
Reg. $10 .79

:

I
I
I

1-~~~o~~-_J

1---COUPON--1

I
I

Pepperoni

I

$3.49 lb.

I
I
I

Reg. $3. 99 lb.

I
I
I

,_______ __.!
Great on Pizzn'

Expires 10/16/82

II
I
I
I
I

Rare
Roost Beef

$4.99 lb.
Reg. $5.49 lb.

_________
Perfect for sandwiches
Expiresl0 / 16 / 82

I
I
I
I
I
_.I

r--COUPON---,

II
I
I

Creamy
Havarti Cheese

$2 ~ 69 lb.

Reg. $2. 99 lb.

I
I
:
I

l_..:.x=~f!~ __J

Freshness is our specialty!

It's the best meal deal going. Our
100% pure beef single burger with •
"more burger than bun". A sl'.Tlall
Qrder of crispy golden fries. Yol!r:
favorite small Cirink. And, to toJ> 1t
qff a cool and creamy 5 oz. DArRY
QUEEN sundae.

1

I .
• •

brazier
10th and Alder

925-5442

Through Oct. 31, 1982

Ar•s/En•er•ainmen•
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Homecoming concert

Loggins to appear
wants to play Ellensburg, addfug
it is geographically perfect for
Loggins Northwest tour and he
wants to play before a small-town
Kenny Loggins will perform live audience.
Loggins will be playing
on the campus of CWU
couver, B.C. Oct. 12, CWU OcWednesdayOct. 13.
Yes, Kenny Loggins, the same tober 13, and will then go back
Loggins of Loggins and Messina over the mountains to Seattle the
fame, the three-time Grammy 14, Portland Oct. 15 and the
winner and the Loggins who sings University of Oregon on Oct. 16.
All arenas hold about 15,000 peothe current hit,"Don't Fight It.''
How does a relatively small · ple. Nicholson Pavilion has a 3,000
school like Central rate the ap- seating capacity. The qthers
pearance of Loggins? The size made offers over half of what Central bid, yet Loggins has chosen to
could be the explanation.
As the story goes, in July, Karen include Central on his tour.
Mention the concert over in the
DePalm, Stage Productions Coordinator at Central, made a phone ASC office and eyes light up. A
call to Parson's Inc., an agency feeling of pride ascends.
Top-man John Drinkwater is
out of San Francisco which
handles most of the concerts spon- thrilled with the outcome and
hopes for a sell-out with Central
sore.9 by the Associated Students.
students and people from
DePalm made a bid of $22,500,
Yakima. He says students who
much less than the usual offer for
wait to purchase tickets until a
the singer-songwriter.
few days before may lose out to
Months went by and DePalm
heard nothing so she cancelled the Yakima residents.
Tickets can be purchased at the
and began to pursue another
Information Booth and at
· choice. Then two weeks ago Par1"'""1'__,_,....ip-...-....-..,,....,..--.-..~r---...---------.-----r---...---.------· son's called back saying Loggins Sterecraft downtown.
By JUDY AMESBURY
Of the Campus Crier

van-

FOR SALE

SI 0 Installation

Model YAS-52

·Ya111aha Alto Saxophone
Pad protector, tone modulator,
other accessories included

th rough Oct. I 5

$845
963-1026 days

962-2379 evenings

When you subscribe to two or more premiums.

................
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COLLEGE
STU.D ENTS!

October hit!

-:=-

Let the Marines Guarantee Your Future!

Movies

Are Just The Beginning~"

Turn On To

ESCAPADE

1

BLOCKBUSTER MOVIE

I<

King Videocable Co.
1105 E. 10th 925-6106

ARTHU_R
Dudley Moore stars as the world's richest
and funniest drunk. Liza Minnelli and John
Gielgud co-star in the Oscar-winning hit.

Do you know where you'll be up to six years from
now? Will- it be the good-paying, exciting job you
worked to get your diploma for?
In the Marine Corps, if you qualify, we can
guarantee your future as a Marine pilot, or any one
of hundreds of other jobs while still in college.
For more information on your future in the
Marine Corps, stop by and see your Marine Corps
Officer-Selection Team representaiive at the Student Union Building Oct. 4-7 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Or give him a call collect at 442-7710.
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'Candide' coming up

SUB CAFETERIA

Drama Dept. busy
Auditions were held last week ! author of "Tally's Folly" and
for "Candide," one of the two ma- "Hot L . Baltimore." Auditions
jor dramatic productions to be continue tonight at 7 p.m. in the
presented this quater. "Candide" I Tower Theater. Four men and
a love-story musical, will be per- '. four women will be needed. The
formed over two weekends, the plot is set in 1978 and deals with a
first beginning Nov.5. Leonard crippled war veteran having a
Bernstein "West Side Story" reunion with his friends. This is
wrote the music, and the play will not a play for the young.
be directed by Dr. Richard
Towards the end of the quater,
Leinaweaver.
preparations will be made for
The second play this fall will be "Falstaff," a play adapted from
"Fifth of July" a tragi-comical · Shakespeare's "Merry Wives of
play written by Lanford Wilson, Windsor."

Hours

I

7 :30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Monday - Friday

New Evening Hours
6:30 p.rn. - 9 p.rn.
Monday - Thursday
Opens at 6 p.m. on Monday Night

GETAWAY: this
weekend
"EVITA" continues its run at
The Fifth Avenue Theatre in Seattle through Oct. 9. This musical
won seven Tony awards including
best musical of 1980. Ticket reservations can be made by calling the
box office at (206) 575-1900.
THE
CENTRAL
WASHINGTON STATE FAIR is
still open. Located at the Central
Washington State Fairgrounds in
Yakima, the fair runs through
Oct. 2. Highligh~ing the entertainment roster is a performance by
Tom Jones Friday,_Oct. 1, and a
Saturday night performance by
Rick Springfield. Both shows
begin at 8 p.m. General admission
into the fair grounds is $3.
"THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH"
will be presented by Yakima's
Warehouse Theatre Oct. 8-23.
Tickets may be purchased in ad-

Featuring:

Daily Breakfast Specials
Daily Lunch Specials

vance by calling the box office at
966-0930.
BABES IN BOYLAND is playing at the Ranch Tavern through
Oct. 2. Live music starts at 9:30
p.m. and cover charge is $3.
OPUS, a local band, is at the
Holiday Inn through Oct. 3. Cover
charge is $1 and Opus begins playing at 9 p.m.
IT'S VAT NIGHT at The Tav !
Each Thursday night throughout
the quarter The Tav will feature
live musical entertainment.
Tonight "Shroeder's Group" is
featured specializing in combo
jazz. VAT NIGHT is sponsored by
the National Association of Jazz
Educators student chapter of
CWU. There is no cover charge
but patrons may make a 50 cent
donation.

Fo~tball

125:-oFFlus-CAFETER~A-COU-;~;ps:-oFt!

1I
1

I

25c off any purchase of soc or more. Cannot be used on
daily specials or with any other coupon. One per sale.

l

I--.-----2s¢ OFFi
i2sc OFF I
--------------------L---~
Expires l 0/8/82

i_gi

I ...,
I ~
: o

I ~
I ~

SUB CAFETERIA COUPON

·E

Free Small Soft Drink

COUPON OFFER ONLY HONORED
DURING EVENING HOURS
6 p.m. · 9 p.m.

-~I
-; I

.

1

~I

I
~I

~

l..~;;.-;.-;.=;;.-;.;;.;;;-.-;;;.;-.;;;-..--;;;;;.-:."";;;.-;.;.;.;~;:.;;-M4-....

Rent-a-Record at The University Store
single albums: $7 for 24-hour rental
($6 refunded on return)
double albums: $14 for 24·hour rental
($12 refunded on return)
If you like the record (or damage/ destroy/ abscond with it) you can buy
it for the balance of the retail price.
Student ID or Faculty /Staff cards are required at time of rental.
Rent and return all records at the clothing counter
in The University Store.
The University Store also features blank cassette tapes (TDK, Memorex,
Maxell) at discounted prices.
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The reel view
'Poltergeist' a real nightmare
By TAMI TH EDENS
Managing Editor

"E.T." was Steven Spielberg's personal-resurrection, but "Poltergeist" is his personal nightmare.
The young director has enjoyed enormous success at
the box office this summer thanks to a heartwarming story of an outer space creature and a less heartwarming tale of spirits, graveyards, and the occult.
Spielberg's horror story is "Poltergeist" and it
will be your personal nightmare for many nights
after you see it. The author himself says the film is
meant to be a suburban ghost story - a thriller mixed with humor. And that combination is what makes
it work.
Horror movies have been a thorn in the film industry's side for many years. While making plenty
of money, they haven't·added much in the cultural
and quality departments. Tasteless sagas like "Friday The 13th" and "The Thing" have given any film
with a few scares a strictly teenage appeal. And with
good reason. They are usually low budget, feature
no talent, and are publicized to no end.
But just let "Poltergeist" get ahold of you. It
- breaks the mold and then some. This is an unexpected horror movie and i.t doesn't deal with the improbable as most do. Spielberg instead has chosen a
safer route. He lets us toy with the idea of the supernaturai with spirits, hauntings, and the unhappy
poltergeist himself - an unhappy soul who for some

reason was taken before his time.
This type of story can't be scorned by too many.
Although we know the cheap thrillers are high in
unlikely subject matter, we aren't quite sure that the
happenings in "Poltergeist" may not go on
somewhere in the world. After all, no one really
knows where the soul of a dead person goes, even
though it's been much theorized.
The two Spielberg films "E.T." and "Poltergeist"
are similar in many ways. So much so that seeing
the two in one summer is annoying.
Both films use an American family, rather well
off, living in the suburbs. Even the houses they occupy look suspiciously alike. And then there's the
matter of the children. Each family has three with
adorable little girls stealing the show. The parents
are cool, (mom and dad Diane and Steve Freeling
smoke pot in their bedroom!) and there's a lovable
mutt to add a few yuks.
,
That's alright though, Spielberg really tries to capture the natural family atmosphere in his films and
he succeeds. He usually features unknown actors in
his roles which helps even more and when he writes
a family scene the reality of everyday living is never
left out.
Reality is not what "Poltergeist" is about
however. Special effects wizardry has been used to
achieve a very mysterious and very frightening
film. The terror is contrasted with bits of humor and
softness here and there to lighten the load.

The plot never becomes too far out or excessive
and even employs a keen sense of timing. Just when
you think the ordeal is over- it's not and the feeling
of dread begins to build again.
A clown doll, a friendly old tree and a set of kitchen
chairs many notsound scary, but check out
Spielberg's "other" hit of the summer and you may
think differently.

·Fall Film
Schedule
TUESDAY, 7 p.m .

FREE VIDEO MOVIES

Loggins & Messina

Sept. 28

Mr. Bill Show

Oct. 5

Rolling Stones

Oct. 12
Oct. 19

-none-

Oct. 26

Harry Chopin

Nov. 2

Meatloaf and Journey

Nov. 9

-none-

Nov. 16

Outlaws

Nov. 30

Blondie

SUNDAY, 7 p.m. (HERTZ)

CLASSIC FILM SERIES

Jules and Jim

Oct. 3
Oct. 10

The Meadow

Oct. 17

A Special Day

Oct. 24

The General

Oct. 31

Dona Flor and her Two Husbands
Night and Fog

Nov. 7

Tales from the Vienna Woods

Nov. 14

YOU'LL ENJOY OUR ...

September Moonlight Sale

Angi Vera

Nov. 21

Mr. Hulot's Holiday

Dec. 5

THURSDAY, 3, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

ASC MOVIES

Star Wars

Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1

· Arthur

Oct. 7

On Golden Pond

Oct. 14

33%to 75%

Oct. 21

-none-

Oct. 28

Rocky ~orror Picture Show (11 p.m. show)
Sharky's Machine

Nov. 4

Veteran's Day Holiday

Nov. 11
Nov . 18

Dragonslayer

Nov. 25

Thanksgiving Holiday
Missing

Dec. 2

Saving.s
We'U have more it.e ms than
ever before. We are bringing in
merchand~se from our other two
stores for this ~pecial event~ We
will have· many one-of ·a-k_ind items
so b.e here on time.

Special Moonlight Hours
7-10 p.m.
Berry's Charge and Bankcard Welcome!

Bringing your
horse to schOol?
It's cheaper than leaving '_h im
at home in someone elses stall.
Kittitas County Fairground Winter Stabling
$4.5 per month (in
advance ) provides se lf
·, care stalls, 220 X

4'~ ~

· ~

411 N. Ruby

[_ _·1
We Give You More

925-3124

l 20 indoor riding

ore na a nd it's only 3
blocks from campus.

Phone 925-6144 or 962-6003
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Term papers already?" Don't panic
If the thought of doing research

for an assigned term paper sends
you into a state of terror, read on.
Help is available in the library.
The reference department is a
good place to begin. The
librarians there can assist in
locating materials and show how
to use time efficiently for researching specific topics.
Just inside the front door are
brochures to help find a book, use
the card catalog, locate magazine
articles and help with other areas
of library use.
Here are some basics:
To find a book in the current
catalog, look up the author's name
or the title of the book or subject of
the book.
The card catalog has one
alphabet where authors, titles and
subjects are interfiled. You may

be used to a card catalog which ·fourth floor. Check the map in the
has a separate subject file. If the lobby or next to the elevator to see
author or title of the book is not which floor.
known, and you're not sure what
To find a newspaper, magazine
to call your subject, come into the or journal article, use one of the
reference department and check periodical indexes in the
the ''Library of Congress list of reference department. You may
Subject Headings."
have used an index called
These are the two large red "Readers Guide to Periodical
volumes on the reference desk. Literature" in another library. It
Once you find a title that interests will locate general interest subyou, copy down the call number
(in the upper left-hand comer of
the catalog card.)
The CWU library uses the
Library of Congress classification
system (you may be used to the
Dewey Decimal System) which
uses letters instead of numbers in
the first line of the call number.
Books with the same beginning
letter are shelved together.
Most titles in the card catalog
can be found on the third and

jects in popular . magazines. If
your topic requires more in-depth
information you'll want to use one
of the indexes designed for your
subject area.
There are subject indexes to
education magazines, journals,
art, law, - in fact all major areas
you can think of have indexes to
the journals in those areas.
Once you know the

magazine issue you want you can
find it on the second floor.
These are the basics for finding
books and ' magazines in the
library. The Music Library
(fourth floor), the Curriculum
Lab (also fourth floor), the
Government Documents Department and Map Library (third
floor), can also offer materials
and assistance.

MEXICO FRANCE
(&,ermanu England

Round Table says

.BULL to Whitworth!

APPLICATION DEADLINES TO STUDY IN MORELIA, MEXICO
September 1, 1982 (for Fall Quarter)
December 1, 1982 (for Winter Quarter)
March 1, 1983 (for Spring Quarter)

Free bumper sticker
with every pitcher ot Schlitz Malt Liquor

Free Footbull poster

APPLICATION DEADLINES TO STUDY IN AVIGNON, FRANCE
COLOGNE, GERMANY • LONDON, ENGLAND

with every 2 pitchers

October 15, 1982 (for Winter Quarter)
January 1, 1983 (for Spring Quarter)

Free Wall-sized bull poster
with every keg

A boot of Bull for $3
Keep the boot. While they last!
50

WHY DON'T YOU include a quarter abroad in
your 1982-83 academic plans. Take advan·
tage of an exciting opportunity to live and
study in another country by enrolling in an in·
ternati~nal program offered by CWU.
FURTHER INFORMATION may be obtained
from the OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PRO·
GRAMS, Barge Hall 308, CWU, Ellensburg,
WA 98926, (509) 963·3612.
.

r-----------------

1Please send me a brochure on:
·
D Mexico
o Germany
I
D France
D England
I Name: - - - - - - - - - - 1
I Address:
I..._City:
State:
Zip: _ _~I

______________

CWU Study Abroad Programs
925-2222

925-1 I I I

10% Off Supplies
for Photo Students!
Check out our complete line of
quality photographic supplies everything you need for class - all at
affordable, prices.
We also offer the. best service for
developing and printing your pictures.
OtJr overnight printing service includes
a free 5'x7' color print with each roll
processed.
Expires 11-30-a2

AmdalMacdonald
Photography .
962-9500

206 East 4th A venue
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Art Festival back in town
By CATHY POTEAT
Of the Campus Crier

The Ellensburg Dance Collective will be Performing for the
third year at the Ellensburg
Festival of the Arts Oct. 2 and 3 at
the dowtown Ellensburg Rotary
Pavilion.
Both performances, beginning
at 10:30 a.m. Saturday and 11 a.m.
Swiday, will include the dances
"Fiesta" ·and "Snap and
Fastleg."
The Dance Collective, a company of four members, has been in
existance since 1974, and was
established as a non-profit
organization in 1977.

The members of the Collective
are Beverly Shotts-Ombrek, Corky Esterly-Albright, Julie
Prather, and its newest member,
K~ty Reeves.
Julie Prather, a member for the
past four years, said "The
l/4dance Colle...:tive's participation
in the Festival of the Arts is the
participation in a celebration of
the arts."
The Collective's main purpose
is to perform and Prather stated
further, "We do it because we love
getting together and working
towards quality. We enjoy the
process and hopefully theough
this process we can come up with
something others can enjoy."

The City of Ellensburg will be
hosting the Third Annual Festival
of the Arts Oct. 2 and 3. The 1982
festival will be in Ellensburg at
the open air Rotary Pavilion on
Pearl Street.
Peformances beginning Saturday at 10 a.m. will feature polynesian dancers, bluegrass music,
The Zuzuli Violins, and a
melodrama by the Ember
Players.
Between the hours of noon and 4
p.m. there will be dancing in the
streets to the sound of
Horsefeathers. Included will be
shows by two local dance groups;
the Ellensburg Dance Collective
and Shamanada.

You don't hove to shop Seattle or Yakima for that diamond ring. We can recast your old or broken gold into a
standard design for a low price. We sell bright white 1I5
carot diamonds for $200 and up and faceted Ellensburg
Blues for $75 a carot and up. Come see our old, large collection of top color Ellensburg Blues.

Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl

925-9560

Afternoons or appointments please

Julie Prather and Corky Albright are members of the Ellensburg Dance
Collective which will be performing this weekend at the Third Annual
Festival of the Arts.

This calculator thinks business.
The TI Student Business Analyst:
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built~in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortiza~
tions and balloon payments.

It all means you sp.end less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Anal\'st Guidebook . Business
prof~ssors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A po\\'erful combination.
Think business. ~
Ve;>
With the Student
rJ ·
Business Analyst.

TEXAS

l_NSTRUMENTS

Sunday's entertainment includes the Morgan Junior High
Orchestra, Colin Ross on piano,
Jubal Consort, The Ellensburg
Dance Collective featuring
modern dance and Shamanada
performing the ancient art of belly dancing.
In addition to the entertainment
festivities, there will be over 80
booths of original arts and crafts
presented by local artists.
The booths will contain displays
of
ceramics, .
soft-sculpture,photography,
jewelry, leather crafts, and
children's wooden toys.
Food booths will also be up in
the area, giving spectators a
chance to eat while looking at the
vario~ eai'fts and shows. The
Valley Cafe, holding a booth at
last year's show, will feature
homeade crepes and soups.
In addition to the peformances
and displays, there will be an
open-juried art show in the 1888
Building. Entries will be twodimensional works with a $50 first
prize. Presiding over the judging
will be Pat Dybvig, who is handling both the Art Show and the
publicity ~or the festival.
Richard Denner, second-year
Chairman for the Festival of the
Arts, said the purpose of the
festival is, "To increase visibility
of artisans and their talents. To
encourage art exploration and appreciation." He said also the preregistration is showing an increased response in both theperforming and the visual arts.

The
Freshest
Coffee
inTown

We offer the best
coffee beans in town - fresh
roa.sted by Starbucks in
Seattle and expressed
directly to us and our
discriminating customers.
There's a wide variety to
choose from, and we'll
custom-grind for your own
coffeemaker.

Four Winds
Bookstore
202 E. 4th 962-2375
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Practice makes perfect English
The following article is reprinted from the
August 12 issue of the Crier.

By LYSSA SHAW
Of the Campus Crier

Surprised, but very eager to
learn is the only way to describe
the Japanese students who came
to Central this month from
Shimane University in Matsue,
Japan. The group Qf college-age
men and women came to Central
to gain practical experience in the
use of the English language.
Students in Japan learn to read
and write in the English language
in junior high or high school, but
they rarely have a chance to hear
it spoken or to use it themselves.
"We don't have much opportunity to talk to foreigners," Yuko
Katsube, 20, explained.
Keiko Funaki, also 20, speaks
English fairly well, but said she
has trouble with some words.
"When we are reading we use

the dictionary, but when we hear
[English] we cannot use the dictionary so fast.''
Chaperoned by professor
Masami Makigawa, the students
spent several weeks attending
some of the regular classes at
Central. Makigawa, who is chairman of the English department at
Shimane, has been in America
several times. He studied at Kent
State, Ohio, for a period following
the cmpus riots.
Two of Makigawa's students,
Yuko Katsube and Yuko Nishio,
plan to follow his lead and become
teachers of the English language.
Apart from attending classes
and studying a foreign language,
the students have an opportunity
to ·sample campus life and visit
much of Ellensburg.
The young women found many
unusual things about American
habits and customs. They found it
very odd that people would just

walk by and say "Hi" to them. In
Japan strangers do not greet one
another.
"Sometimes the couples you see
on campus hug and kiss, and that
is never done in Japan. I cannot
believe it," Katsube exclaimed.
The three described Ellensburg
as a very friendly place, but added, "Ellensburg's downtown is not
downtown." To them the stores
close too early.
The most surprising aspect of
American life, said the visitors, is
the jogging shorts fashion trend.
Kigawa said, "In Japan students
never wear such things in public."
Keiko was particularly shocked
at some things students wear, or
in one case, what they don't wear.
"I was surprised at a man with no
shirt [on]."
Nishio was less surprised by the
clothing and more amazed at the
food. "American food is more
· sweet than in Japan." Nashio and

Katsube were also stunned at the classrooms are conducted.
"In Japan," Keiko said, "only .
drinking dilemma in America.
Drinking, they said, is not a big the professor talks and we are
deal in Japan. The drinking age is very quiet. If we have a question,
20.
we ask the professor after class."
Sales tax has been another
American politics, the group
source of anguish for the students.
said, are much too confusing.
"It is confusing," Keiko said, In Japan the tax is already
"how Americans pay about ten figured into the price of the item.
"You think something is cheap
times what we in Japan pay for
armaments. Also, I understand : and then you are surprised when
anyone can buy a gun here. In you get to the counter," Keiko
Japan it is very difficult to get said.
guns."
Souvenirs being very much a
Makigawa added, "In Japan, part of any trip, the students said
we can only have the rifles for they would be taking back with
hunting. No one has a hand gun. them some things from the CenBut, of course, there is an tral Bookstore, the books that are
on sale. Also a part of their collecunderground in Japan also."
"Still, Ellensburg 1s very tion, Ellensburg Blue Agates will
peaceful. You can walk safely at make the return trip back to
night. People are- very· friendly Japan.
Makigawa said he will take
and kind," he added.
back
some of the teaching techniOne thing none of the visiting
students could quite comprehend ques he has observed here at Cenis the manner in which American tral, particularly visual aids.

Something's
brewing ·
in Randall

THIS
UND.

A new restaurant called the Coffee Shop has been built in Randall
Hall. Though the planning and
building of the restaurant began
early in the summer there has not
been a date set for its opening.
Karen Moawad, director of SUB
operations said the cafe may open
within the next two weeks.
Coffee Shop hours will be from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The menu
will consist of coffee, tea, soft
beverages, qoughnuts, sandwiches, milk, and fresh fruits.
"The reason we decided to build
the restaurant in Randall is
because of its convenient
location,'' Moawad said,
adding, "It's situated so that those
who live in the northern portion of
the campus will have easier access, rather than having to travel
clear to the SUB."
The coffee shop is an extended
program of the SUB cafeteria.

AM-/ FM RCA receiver with 50 watt
Realistic speakers . Like new - 565.
925- 1206

Earn up to $500 or more each year
beginning September for l - 3 years . Set
your own hours . Monthly payment for
placing posters ,on campus. Bonus paid on
results . Prizes awarded os well. (800)
526-0883 .

Joh
Port time employee wonted to put up
posters on campus now and during
1982-83 . 2
10 hours/month,
$4.50 / hr. Send name, address, phone
no ., class yr., etc . to Mr . Fenton, 152
Temple St .. No. 701, New Hoven, CT
06510.

Compact
Refrigerator

WrthaRainier Bank checking accomt. we
~ ina flyer and the Rainier BankMachine:
If you're a Rainier checking account customer,
or if you come in now and open a new ac<;ount, we
have a couple of great ideas to send your way.
First, the Rainier BankMachine (a 24-hour
automated teller). It really saves time for busy
students on the go. With it you can make deposits,
withdrawals, or check your account balance. Anytime. And if you have both a Rainier Bank checking and savings account, you can transfer funds
from one account to another. In just seconds.

The BankMachine service is a regular feature
of every Rainier checking account. And the next

time you use it, or when you open a new account,
we'll throw in our second great idea: a Rainier bank
flyer, great for clearing the head between studies.
Just stop by during regular banking hours.
We'll set everything up. (Flyer offer good at
Ellensburg office, D-. -.-1u..--.-~..-.Q 71. ~r&::®
5th & Pearl,
• Vlll~ffifiU.aL11I'while supply lasts.)
lte~ J'YllXiv«J,

Rental

and
Sales
(206) 641-0854

© 1982 RAINIER BANCORPORATION

MEMBER F.,D. l.C .
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Professors begin to understand learnirig disabilities
Central's Higher Education for
Learning Disabled Students
(HELDS) project has published 17
booklets which are now available
to U.S. colleges and universities.
The Central HELDS project,
funded for the last three years by
the U.S. Department of Education's Fund for the Improvement
of Post Secondary Education
(FIPSE), is a three-pronged
model program. It is designed to
develop a .comprehensive program of academic support services for learning disabled
students within existing campus
services. Furthermore the program strives to develop and
publish a series of course
packages in different academic
disciplines, demonstrating how
curriculum modifications and
teaching strategies would make
the material accesible to learning

disabled students. Thirdly it furthers university-wide awareness
training of learning disabilties
(LD).
The university has received
$152,000 in grant funding since
1980, and will use most of this
year's $28,000 award to print and
distribute booklets by 17 faculty
participants covering the spectrum of academic disciplines.
College and university faculty
and administrators may receive
free copies of the CWU booklets on
teaching LD students by contacting Myrtle Snyder, HELDS
Director, Educational Opportunities Program, Kennedy Hall
101. They may also .request the
loan of a slide-tape presentation
describing the cwu HELDS program.
According to Snyder, LD is called an invisible handicap because

at least three percent of the U.S.
population are learning disabled,
and most have never been
diagnosed.
The term LD covers a variety of
problems, all irreversible
~orders in the psychological processes. involveJLi.n understandiilg
or using spoken or written
language. LD shows up as brain
dysfunction, dyslexia or a number
of other limitations, said Synder,
a counselor in CWU's Educational
Opportunities Program.
Most LD students have average
or above-average intelligence, yet
their academic achievement is far
below what would be expected for
a person with their I.Q. In ,LD,
Synder explained, there's a
scrambling between input (hearing, reading or seeing) and output
(communicating or interpreting
what has been seen or heard).

"LD is real, and it is permanent. We can't put these students
in remedial classes-you· can't
make a great speller out of a
dyslexic. But through new
teaching strategies, we can teach
them to compensate for their handicap and go with their
strengths," Synder said.
CWU's HELDS project is the
first in the nation to train faculty
to recognize LD students and to
develop and share teaching,
testing and diagnostic ideas with
each other.
The past two years, the 17 CWU
professors chosen as intial participants in the HELDS awareness
program discovered that
strategies which help LD
students-teaching by using many
methods at once-are significant
help to other students as well.
"The professors are ready to be

consultants to "Q.ther academic
departments
at
other
universities," Synder'said, noting
that several CWU faculty
members are already scheduled
to present their findings at state
or regional professional meetings.
Synder forsees a big influx of
LD students to American universities during the next five years.
"We're just starting to see kids
who have been affected by Public
Law 94-142, the Education for All
Handicapped Children bill, passed
in 1975."
Eight LD students have been
graduated from CWU HELDS program sine its beginnings two
years ago, Synder said, and 67 LD
students are currently enrolled in
the program.
Two of this year's three
graduates have been accepted to
graduate programs.
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: 962-2550 Close to campus!
3rd & Sampson
~
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for hot wheels
Theft has occurred early on the
CWU campus this fall. Four tires
and wheels, valued at approximately $480, were stolen from a
Central student's car Sunday
night in the F parking lot located
north of Quigley Hall.
The owner of the car, Dirk
Paris, said he discovered the
missing tires and wheels at 4 p.m.

Monday. "The car was left sitting
on four blocks of wood," commented Paris. "No other damage
was done," he added.
Paris would like anyone with information about the theft to notify
campus police or to call 963-2536.
A $50 reward to anyone with infor.mation leading to the return of the
tires and wheels has been offered.

Record Sale

* -Go Go's

r----------------------1

*Joan Jett

I
1
I

*loverboy

I SI off

S_I off I

SI off

any album or

•I

cassette. Choose from

:

our entire Christian

:

selection.

I
I
I
I

Book & Bible House

I SI off

ExpiresOct..9,1982

I
1

*Foreigner
*John Cougar

SI off

~---------------------~

All yours

Listen to your choice on our

and more on·

sound system before
_y ou buy it t
Ellensburg

Book & Bible House
925-5464
430 N. Pine
Soon to become 'The Mustard Seed'

I

~

I

------•.FM
-----~t

STEREO
ROCK
Central's rock at 95.3 FM
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Here it conies, Chief . • •

Scott Londino, Quigley Hall senior, 'creams' Police Chief Al Teeples during the University Food Servic~s' annual barbecue and pie throwing contest at the Kittitas County Fair Grounds
Sept. 22. ·,

Uncontested Withdrawal Deadline ................................... October 6, 1982

Fall
schedule

Last day to apply for B.A. Degree ... . ................................ October 8, 1982
Last day to withdraw from classes with permission ... ·.................. October 27, 1982
Veteran's Day Holiday ..................... ·...................... November 11, 1982
Co~rse Challenge forms completed ....................... .- ........ November 19, 1982

Thanksgiving Vacation ............................... Noon-November 24, 25, 26, 1982
Final days of lnstr·uction and Exam Period ........... ., ........ December 7, 8, 9, •10, 1982

ASC Special Election
VACANCY
BOARD OF DIRECTOR POSITION

- Filing begins:

September 30, 1982, packets available in the ASC Office.

- Filing closes:

October 15, Spm, packet filing information must be turned
into the ASC office by this time.

- Election held:

October 27, polls open at Sam and close at 6pm.

- Term of office: Vacancy runs from October 28 to, and not including,
first day of classes Spring Quarter 1983.
ASC CONSTITUTION CHANGES
1.

The proposed change will allow 20% of the CWU Ellensburg campus student
population, through majority vote, to overturn a BOD action or propose
new policy.

2.

The ROD proposes that the election of Board members be changed from a
numbered, 1 thru 5, competitive process, to one in which the five who
received the · most votes would become the new Board me~bers.

3.

The BOD is also proposing that members hold titles, one president and
four vice-presidents. The President would be that person who· received
the highest number of votes in the general election. The vice-presidents
will select ASC area's of concern after taking off ice.

4.

Two points of clarification are being proposed in the By-Laws regarding
voters pamphlets and voting ballots.
PLEASE VOTE
(BOD meetings are Thursdays at 4pm, room 103 SUB)

Campus Crier

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
OPTOMETRY AND PHYSICAL
THERAPY - A representative
from the Pacific University College of Optometry and Physical
Therapy will visit Central Oct. 12.
She will meet with pre-optometry
students at 1 p.m. and with prephysical therapy students at 2
p.m. The meetings will he in the
biology conference room (Dean
207). For information, call the
Allied Health Sciences Program
at 963-2803.
GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WELCOMES CWU students·.
Regular services are at 8 a.m. and
10 a.m. each Sunday. This Sunday, Oct. 3, you are cordially invited to a potluck dinner at 6 p.m.
You needn't bring anything, just
come have dinner. The church is
located at 12th and B in
Ellensburg.

SQUIRRELS, TREES AND
TRUFFLES will be the topic of a
free 7 p.m. lecture on Oct. 11 by
Dr. Jack States of Northern
Arizona University in Flagstaff.
The lecture concerns the investigation of the food preference
and feeding habits of rodents in
the Grand Canyon area of
Arizona. For information, call Dr.
David Hosford at 963-3370
HANDICAPPED STUDENT
SERVICE is available to all
students with disabilities to accommodate, assist, advise and
Handicapped Student Service is in
Kennedy Hall, across the mall
froin the Language and Literature
building.
SATURDAY, OCT. 2, IS THE
last day to register to vote or to
change your registration if you
are to be eligible to vote in the

Central Washington University

Nov. 2 election. Campus voter
registrar John Dedrick will be
available afternoons on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. His office
is at the south end of the SUB
cafeteria.

for the Homecoming Banquet Oct.
16. Students, parents, faculty,
staff and alumni are all encouraged to make this a truly memorable
evening. The complete Mexican
dinner is $8 per person. Tickets
are available at the Alumni Office
CHAPTER BF OF PEO will (Barge 310, 963-2752). The Central
have a recycling or rummage sale Swingers will be on the program.
Thursday, Sept. 30, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Join the fun
and Friday, Oct. 1, 9 a.m.-2 p.m. It
will be in the Commercial
ALPHA KAPPA PSI, a co-ed
Building under the fairgrounds professional business fraternity,
grandstand. Fifth and Sixth Street will have a meeting for new
gates are open.
members Thursday, Oct. 7 at 8
p.m. in SUB 206. The fraternity is
AVOID THE FRESHMAN-10 open to students majoring in
and "Get the Skinny." Nutrition business administration, accounworkshop meets every two weeks ting, economics and other
Wednesday and Thursday, 4-5 business-related majors.
p.m. One group only begins Oct. 6.
Sign up now at the Student Health
NAJE, CENTRAL'S STUDENT
Center. For information, call CHAPTER of the National
963-1881.
Association of Jazz Educators,
TICKETS ARE NOW ON sale will have its first meeting Thurs-
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day, Sept. 30 at 6 p.m. in Hertz 119
(choir room). The CWU chapter,
one of the largest in the nation for
schools with enrollment under
10,000, has received various
awards and recognition in the
quarterly NAJE magazine. Dues
for the association are $10 per
year and entitle the member to
magazines, discounts on music
and opportunities for scholarships, contests and prizes. This
year's officers · are Wally
Ridgewell, president; Gay Crane,
vice president; Steve DeGarmo,
secretary; and Mike Mines,
treasurer.
BEGINNING TENNIS (PEID
123) will meet Monday, Oct. 4 in
Nicholson Pavilion, room 116.
Meeting place of the class has
been changed because the tennis
courts are under construction, according to Dean Nicholson.

'Tonight at the SUB' entertains
By LIANNA HARLAN
Of the Campus Crier

Through the efforts of a
dedicated few, CWU students now
have something fun and different
to do on campus every night of the
week - as well as a way to get
there.
"Tonight at the SUB" is the title
of the project which has opened
the Samuelson Union Building

after regular business hours.
As upper classmen know, the
only thing open in years past has
been the Games Room, the final
outpost for bored students who
happen to have some money.
Now, however, in addition to tbe
Games Room, which is open every
night until 10 p.m., the University
Store has expanded its hours Mon-

day through Thursday nights to 9
p.m.
The SUB cafeteria has also expanded hours, now re-opening for
the dinner shift, 6-9 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. The cafeteria
will be closed 3-6 p.m. those days.
These services are being offered in conjunction with the new
schedule of events in the SUB :

Monday is football night, beginning at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria (yes,
even with the football strike).
Tuesdays now offer free video
concerts beginning at 7 p.m. The
concerts usually last one hour and
are shown twice. Wednesdays and
Thursdays showcase the everpopular Papa John's open mike
and ASC movies, respectively.

Perhaps the most surprising
part of "Tonight at the SUB" if the
free "Wellington T. Wildcat"
shuttle bus, which runs at
20-minute intervals Monday
through Thursday nights, 6-9 p.m.
The shuttle will serve a large
circle from Student Village
around " apartment row" down to
the north SUB parking lot.

IN CONCERT

*Wednesday, Oct. 13
*Nicholson Pavilion
*8 p.m.
*Ticket outlets:
SUB Information Booth
Shapiro's
Stereocraft
Yakima Budget Tapes & Records

Buy your tickets soon.
Sure to sell out!
An ASC Production

•
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Any way that you look at it, taste it, hear it, it ·By Thursday after Papa John's, we·re going to
all adds up to fun Tonight ... in the SUB.
get a little more laid back with the ASC
· watch for new posters each week that look a
Feature Films series. First run "hits like "On
lot like this ad. They're your key to many even- Golden Pond" and '·'Star wars" will be shown
ings of enjoyment in the SUB.
three times each Thursday in the SUB
Ballroom. The admission is just $2 so you can
Take Monday for example: There's Big screen · take all of your friends.
·
Video of Monday Night Football - strike permitting - with Dandy Don, Frank, and what's
Did we mention that The University Store will
his name. Bone crunching excitement from all
be open Tonight ... at the SUB? That's right,
those poor underpaid superheroes and, of
each evening, Monday through Thursday, The
course, the Dallas cheerleaders for all you inuniversity store is open until 9 p.m.! And, as if
tellectual types ...
being open late is not enough, keep your eyes
peeled for The wellington T. Wildcat Shuttle
or how about Tuesday, why not make a point Bus service giving free round-trip rides from
to take in the Video concert that wHI be
the SUB to the north end of campus.
shown each Tuesday night at 7 p.m. on the Big
screen in the SUB Cafe. With big name entersure, this all sounds more exciting than a Go
tainment like Loggins & Messina and many
Go's concert in Stevens Whitney, but stand
more weekly specials, the SUB Cafe, Tuesday
back - <and keep reading those posters!>
night could become a habit.
-because there are going to be any number
of special features Tonight at the SUB that
Wednesday Night is special indeed. Every
are being scheduled right as you·re reading
Wednesday night, beginning at s p.m. in the
this ad with your mouth hanging open in
SUB Pit is Papa John's where you can enjoy or
amazement. How about another Pajama Sale
participate in live music. There will be an open or Halloween costume Dance? You just can't
microphone (just sign up at the ASC Office>
be certain what's going to happen next
and a responsive audience for Papa John's ...
Tonight ... at the ~UB.
Wednesday night at the SUB.

Tonight at the SUB is co-sponsored by:

The sua ·cafe, ASC Production &
The University store

